
thinning technologies. The talk will also review recent progress in EUV-related solutions, including 
self-aligned patterning. 
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Abstract: FinFET, the platform technology in foundry business for more than a decade, has faced 
fundamental limitations for the further scaling with PPA improvement and it is the time to move 
on another “New dimension” of transistor. Gate-All-Around (GAA) FETs / MBCFETTM have been 
already introduced as the logic device for next generation and started mass production. 
MBCFETTM has been enabling different type of PPA enhancement with the design flexibility 
allowing additional room for DTCO to optimize standard cell speed/power with various nano-sheet 
size beyond its intrinsic device gain like short channel effect improvement and high drivability. In 
near future, 3D stacked structure connecting multiple layers of transistors vertically and Backside-
PDN technology relocating the power delivery network to the backside of the chip will be ready 
for innovative integration schemes. Also, 2D transistor has been studied to use their high carrier 
mobility and excellent electrostatic control enabling another scaling of gate length and pitch. 
These innovations in the semiconductor industry can bring another breakthrough to enhance the 
capabilities of foundry platform technologies, and the key to sustainable success lies in how to 
harness the power of those technological advancement to the platform technology including 
emerging applications such as mobile SoC, AI, autonomous vehicle and HPC with enhancement 
of overall chip performance.  

 




